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More vehicle information needed We need more information for your Ford Fusion to verify
products fit. Chrome Housing. FREE Shipping. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Black Housing.
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Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Prev 1 Next. Though they are the
biggest, there are other options available, especially if you are looking for rare and unique
styles to replace your stock Fusion Head Lights. They often have more focused product lines,
with specializations in certain rare applications as well as offering unique features. The Euro
Crystal Head Lamps from these companies are great for keeping your Ford Fusion differentiated
from the pack, since unlike the bigger brands, they have much smaller production runs and can
be very hard to find. Though these TD JDM Black Ford Fusion Crystal Headlights do not carry
the long warranties of bigger brands, their cost effectiveness can be made up in their often
significantly lower prices, especially with a little elbow grease. As with all tail lens and head
lamps even your OEM ones , putting a extra seal of silicone sealant available at any hardware or
automotive part store along the seam of your Ford Fusion Crystal Head Lights virtually
guarantees they will stay clean and new looking for the life of your Fusion. Projector Lights
provide even more light that can be used in conjunction with your Fusion's headlights or
parking lights. Also, the LEDs are left unwired, leaving you to choose whether to wire them up
to your parking lights which most people do or to your blinkers so that whenever your Ford
Fusion blinkers are on they will blink too. Both sides included and light electrical work splicing
required. Projector Lights provide even more light that can be used in conjunction with your
Fusion headlights or parking lights. Historically though, the problem with Halos was that if they
ever went bad, you were stuck with an irreparable and irreplaceable halo ring. That means you
will never get stuck with bad halos in your Fusion otherwise good headlights again. Halo
Projector Headlamps for the Ford Fusion. They are made to snugly fit your Fusion, and replace
both of your stock Fusion head lights. The Halos and LED's are left unwired, giving you the
choice of deciding which function to splice them to most people choose to splice them so they
work in conjunction with the low beams or parking lights. QTY: 0. All rights reserved. User
Rating. Free Continental US. In Stock Ships out in 24 to 72 hours. It's not surprising that
well-informed drivers like you understand how to turbocharge the performance level of their
Ford Fusion by installing high-end parts. Ford manufactures cars which are designed for
high-end performance, and that means the Fusion simply doesn't run as meant by the designers
without top-notch performance parts and accessories. High performance cars, like the powerful
Ford Fusion, were designed to be used to the limit, but later serviced and maintained. Ford is a
longstanding manufacturer of mid-level vehicles that combine budget-friendly pricing with
optional upgrades. Decade after decade Ford represents the power and tough engineering
synonymous with a great vehicle. The Ford you chose was made using the best quality and
expertise; it ought to have new OEM parts of a similar top level of quality. Ford builds safe,
reliable cars, but it's the owner's task to make sure that all necessary safety parts and
components are in place and functional. Few things are more important than safeguarding the
well-being of yourself and your passengers, which is why repairing your car with the safest and
most durable equipment is crucial. A Ford Fusion Headlight is surely one of the most vital
components on the vehicle for secure driving on dark roads or during heavy conditions. The
Ford Fusion Headlight is a system which makes it safe for you to operate your vehicle at night
or in bad weather by shining a light on the road ahead. Lacking a working Ford Fusion
Headlight installed is a source of hazard to yourself and everyone else. Buying a Ford was a
smart choice, and maintaining it in showroom condition is a great choice! It doesn't matter
which model you have, we stock the Ford parts and accessories you need. No matter whether
you drive a smokin' hot rod or a minivan, we have the aftermarket accessories you are looking

for right on site at They are available for the following Ford Fusion years: , , , , , , , , , , , 20, 19,
18, 16, 15, 14, 13, 09, 08, 07, This part is also sometimes called Ford Fusion Headlights. I
ordered two headlight assembly's and they came exactly as described. Brand new and on time. I
will be purchasing from Parts Geek for a long time. Ordered parts on the 1st, shipped on the
3rd, and arrived on the 9th. Ordering was easy and fast. Was hoping for 2-day shipping, but
can't win them all. Parts look great and were easily installed. I have a Ford Fusion. I had it
maybe two weeks when I hit a deer. I looked at all the part stores and found that Parts Geek had
the lowest prices. I purchased it with no problems and received it in a timely manner. I would
recommend to all of my friends and family. Now I am back again for another part. Skip to main
content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30
days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer
service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always
has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Quality: Capa Certified - Ensures
the part fits, performs, and lasts the same as the original. Position of Product: Right - Passenger
Side. Image is not vehicle specific. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2
Day. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Your vehicle's lights play a very important role,
especially when they have an effect on your ability to see the road while driving at night time.
Another thing that is as important is ensuring that they function properly at all times. Every now
and then, you are going to have to replace the headlights and brake lights. Driving with lights
that do not work properly is, needless to say, unsafe and it could result in a rather expensive
ticket. If your headlights start to get dim, make sure that you get them replaced immediately.
You can do it yourself or take your vehicle to an experienced mechanic for a Ford Fusion
headlight replacement. How to Replace Ford Fusion Headlight? It is not difficult to replace your
Ford Fusion lights. You just need the right tools and of course, the new parts that need to be
replaced. Once you have these, you can easily replace the headlights of your Ford Fusion and
drive safely any time once again. Steps to Replacing Ford Fusion Headlights The first two
things you need to do is open the hood and move to the side of the car that has the burnt out
headlight bulb. Next, locate the pop rivet fasteners, which secure the radiator cover trim panel
made of black plastic to the front of the engine bay and the front bumper fascia. Using a
flathead screwdriver, lift up each pop rivet's center part before you pry the base out of the
fastener. All you really need to do is remove 4 pop rivets at the radiator cover's front edge. You
will also have to loosen the wheel well liner and pull it back to separate it from the front bumper
cover. Also, gently pull out the fascia bumper cover's outside edge to separate it from the front
quarter panel. Next, disengage the lower fixing point from the mounting socket. The high beam
bulb is located near the headlight assembly's inner corner. The next step is to pull off the
rubber dust cap from the back of the housing, and then gently pull off the electrical connector
from the old bulb. Gently push in the end of the metal retaining arm to release it from the hook.
Release the old high beam bulb by swinging open the retaining arm and pull the bulb straight
out of the housing. Insert the new high beam light bulb into the housing. Wipe it clean using a
paper towel moistened with rubbing alcohol before replacing everything back to cover it. The
low beam headlamp projector of the car may not have cured correctly during the manufacturing
process. This may have caused haziness over time and make the lights dim. A crash could be
imminent due to the resulting lowered visibility. You can get a personalized estimate based on
your specific location and car. The estimates do not include fees and taxes. Whether you need a
Ford Fusion headlight bulb replacement or Ford Fusion headlights, make sure that you choose
a reputed online supplier like PartsGeek. We sell all of our auto parts and accessories
exclusively online to give you the best deals, savings and value. Read more reviews. This part
came in on time had all parts included bolted right up worked great. Shipping Options: Ground
Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Ford Fusion. Catalog: A. Vehicle Ford Fusion.
Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Item will be shipped within 24 business hours upon receipt of payment
except sunday. Transition times may vary, Particularly during the holiday season. Please
contact us if not receive item. Delivery time depends on destination and other factors, it may be
have a delay, hope you can a understand, thanks. If you have not received your shipment within
30 days after payment, please contact us. We will track the shipment and get Back to you as
soon as possible. Please be advised that international shipping usually take longer then
domestic, and it's base on shipping service provider and customs. All item will be shipped
within 24 business hours upon receipt of payment except sunday , pleae see below table to find
detail service level The Approximate Delivery time is as below:. Item will be shipped within 1
working days after full payment is received. Make sure your detail address and full name in
PayPal is absolutely correct. A non-payment dispute will be opened if full payment is not
received after 14 days of auction. Buyers are responsible for these charges. It's just take you
fews seconds. I am a sincere seller , I am always here to resolve any problem for you. Please be

patient! Your order will generally be shipped out within 1 business day after your payment has
been cleared Sunday. If you need the tracking information! Please choose standard shipping
Epacket Shipping or Expedited Shipping. Important: eBay compatible list can not show up all
car model, and sometimes it may have mistake. Color Temperature: Pure White K. IP68 rated
water and dust seal, degree beam angle. Material: Aviation aluminum profile. Operating
Temperature: degree Celsius. Over hrs lifetime. Usage: Headlight, Fog Light. Super bright
Bridgelux COB chip, degree clear beam no blind zone. Engineering beam pattern design throw
light on road evenly at appropriate angle without foggy light. Built-in constant current
CPU,instant full brightness without start-up relay. Two-way heat dissipation channel:. All-in-one
aluminum profile as heat conduction system, degree heat radiating. Package Included:. Delivery
details. Contact us. There are 2 choices for the Ford Fusion Headlight!!! Choose Your Option.
We offer an industry leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and
transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims
on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block,
crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached
upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts,
hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper
lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please
allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48
contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more
local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately
business days to process a credit back to your account and business days for the credit to
appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms :
All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or
cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior authorization from the
Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that we receive the original
auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original auto part must be
returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the original and the
replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are
not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the replacement part, the
buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the original auto part minus the
initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping back of the original part,
please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or
email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They
will need to be replaced before installation. Common items that are not guaranteed include but
not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables,
sensors and other applicable items depending on the part. If they are not serviceable, such as a
pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased item may need to be repainted,
refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match. Technical Questions? Contact the
webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select
Part Select Make Select Model Select Year Headlight for Ford Fusion Attention! Filters 1 Items.
Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping Returns. This is an original used OEM
Headlight, Driver Side that's guaranteed to fit a Ford Fusion with the applicable vehicle
manufacturer's specifications. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID pandemic, your order
may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days for your order to
arrive. More Details Less Details. Update Your Location. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is
now active and you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied automatically in your
shopping cart! At Andy's Auto Sport, we have a huge variety of projector headlights so that you
have all the options you want. Our store is full of angel eye headlights, halo projector
headlights, and LED headlights, so take a look at our fantastic selection. Select Your Vehicle.
Year Spec D. Spec D Projector Headlights Black. Spec D Projector Headlights Chrome. Previous
1 Next. Not able to find what you are looking for? Q: What exactly do the headlights come with?
A: All the headlights we sell are complete assemblies that come with the entire housing. Unless
otherwise noted, they do not come with bulbs and wiring. You would use your factory bulbs and
wiring. When you receive them in the mail from us, you take them out of the box, bolt them up,
pop in your factory harness and bulb, and you can immediately turn on the new headlights.
Headlights are certainly plug and play products. Q: What are the different types of aftermarket
headlights, and how do they differ? A: Different housings are available, including black,
chrome, and others. Also, some custom headlights are equipped with "angel-eyes" technology
also known as "halos" , where there are 'light rings' in the headlight that give a truly custom
look to your car. One really recent trend by custom headlight manufacturers is to include LED
lights along the perimeter of the headlight unit, which is a really slick cutting edge feature that's

like putting on a light show in your headlight unit! A: In general, it's perfectly safe to use HID
lighting kits in pretty much any headlight housing so long as you use standard watt HIDs. Most
HID lights actually produce less heat than standard halogen lights, although the higher-wattage
watt HID kits do produce a bit more heat than the watt versions. For that reason, we recommend
sticking with watt HID kits in aftermarket housings and especially fog light housings to stay on
the safe side. All HID kits Andy's sells are watt versions unless otherwise noted. Most instances
of melted light housings that we have come across were due to improper seating of the bulb, so
make sure that your bulbs are properly installed and sit flush with the mounting base on the
housing. Q: How do you install headlights? A: Headlights are manufactured to exact OEM
specifications for easy installation, so you simply remove your factory headlights and bolt in
your new projectors. Basic hand tools are required and installation can be completed in a
matter of minutes. Q: Why buy headlights? A: We sell a variety of headlights, including factory
replacement headlights and projector headlights. Projector headlights can really enhance the
appearance of your car and help improve driving visibility at night. Your car will have a sleek,
custom look to it at night as people see you projectors in their rear view mirrors. During the day,
they also give your car a custom look since most projectors have a translucent lens as opposed
to the opaque lens that most factory headlights have. The projector light itself also emits a
brighter, more vibrant light than your factory headlights, so driving visibility at night will be
improved. Q: Are headlights sold in pairs? A: All headlights shown on our site are sold in pairs
unless otherwise noted on our site. A: Unfortunately, the lenses are not available separately. A:
Yes, it is commonly accepted that watt HID kits are perfectly safe for projector housings.
However, watt kits may produce too much heat and can potentially melt the housing. Also keep
in mind
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that most projector headlights use H1, H4, or H11 bulbs, which may not be the same bulbs
used in your original headlights. So make sure to verify the bulb type used in your projector
headlights before ordering an HID kit for them. Filter Your Results. Headlights 7. Spec D 4.
XTune 3. Choose Your Vehicle:. Check out this episode of Andy's Auto Sport TV where we
explain everything you need to know about buying headlights. We break down the difference
between angel eye halo style headlights, projector headlights, LED headlights, and
crystal-housing headlights. We also explain what's involved with installing them. After you
watch the video, you should be fully prepared to buy your headlights from Andy's Auto Sport.
Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In
The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary.
Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign
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